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In order to answer the question 'ESG: What do investors really care about & how is it changing in 2021?', Procensus launched a new series of
ESG polls in January of this year.

On average, 50-70 institutional investors have taken part in each of this series of ESG polls representing �rms with a total AUM of $10-15trn per poll. Not
only are the results interesting because of the depth and breadth of participation, but investors contribute opinion anonymously - so they say what they
mean, and not what they think they should say - an important potential distortion when people are polled on topics of conscience / morality.

Evidence would suggest that despite the growth in ESG awareness and rhetoric, the incorporation of ESG factors in the investment process is still much
more of a Long Only sport than a Hedge Fund one. Looking at participation stats on the Procensus platform, transaction polls (M&A/IPO) typically draw a
50/50 participation rate of HF vs LO. The balance shifts when the poll topic is a market theme to 30% HF vs. 70% LO, and for our ESG series, the shift has
been notably stronger with less than 20% HF participation vs over 80% Long Only participation, and our poll on Diversity attracted just 12% Hedge Fund
participants.

It is no secret that �ows into ESG funds has been a key theme in markets for a few years, and as a result ESG factors are much more in focus for fund
managers - but is everyone now on the bandwagon? Our data suggests not quite yet. In our ESG strategy poll (January 2021) - 70% of investors were of
the view that ESG will gain more weight in their investment strategy globally in 2021 (in all regions - US, Europe and Asia regions). Digging a little deeper -
the top 3 ESG themes which investors expected to be focus more time on in 2021 were climate change and carbon footprint in poll position, diversity
and inclusion came a close second, and in third place - supply chain resiliency. The biggest challenges / missing links in existing ESG research were seen
to be poor data disclosure by companies, inconsistent scores and ratings by third party providers and lack of quanti�cation of ESG considerations in
�nancial modelling - so expect more lobbying of corporates to provide better ESG disclosure and investors to continue to move away from third party
ESG data providers.
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Which ESG issues have become more top of mind for your investment strategy vs. a year ago?
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Poll Data

As we move beyond COVID, how do you expect the emphasis of ESG as a component / weighting in your investment strategy to change?
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Poll Data

What’s the biggest challenge or missing link you see in existing ESG research?
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Taking the key ESG topics for 2021 in turn ....

What do investors think about climate change and how net zero �ts into investing?

There were 4 notable highlights from the Procensus poll focussing on the topic of net zero (24th February 2021):

Investor consensus was that the US, European and Chinese governments would modestly accelerate the timetables for their Net Zero
commitments, although China is perceived as the least certain to do so. In less than 2 months, we are already starting to see this happen.

Corporate messages on Net Zero were seen as heading in the right direction but much remains to be done. A modest net 25% of participants were
con�dent that corporates will, in general, deliver on their 2050 net zero commitments. On a related note, just 17% of participants were con�dent
that Big Oil will successfully transition to become Big Wave / Wind / Renewable.

At a sector level, net zero themes mirrored broader market focuses... The top two ways in which investors are looking to play the space are clean
energy technology and EVs.

Finally, it appears that a signi�cant proportion of participants are only just dipping their toes in the net zero water. 25% of poll participants were not
signi�cantly incorporating net zero considerations into their investment decisions back in February, 44% had not previously heard of the Net Zero
Asset Managers initiative and 25% were expecting to have < 10% of their AUM aligned to net zero over the next decade. Yet the fact so many
investors took the time to take the poll shows the growing traction of this topic and it will be fascinating to see how industry views continue to evolve
over 2021.

Poll Data

Over the next 2-3 years, how do you expect US, European and Chinese Governments' net zero timetables to change vs. today's commitments?
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Poll Data

Does net zero play a part in your investment thesis when looking at portfolio stocks?

Closed: 24th Feb 21
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What do investors think about Diversity?

Procensus carried out a poll on Diversity in March 2021 which showed that investors' enthusiasm to embrace diversity in the context of investing is well
behind that of the climate change. Poll participants were of the view that only 30% of investors care enough about Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) factors to
integrate them into their investment decisions at present. The other key highlights of this poll were as follows:

52% of participants believe that voluntary adoption of D&I targets is a more e�ective way to integrate D&I considerations into corporate culture vs.
27% who believe a mandatory approach would be more e�ective.

The three key KPI's which investors currently focus on within their investment strategy are leadership team diversity, board diversity and pay gaps
in that order.

The average valuation premium which poll participants would assign to a company with best in class D&I strategy executed well vs. a company with
no D&I strategy is 0.7x PE.

The key areas where investors would like to see corporates improve in order to demonstrate that they are ahead of the D&I curve are: Disclosing
D&I metrics in a consistent and comparable manner having a clear D&I strategy, and communicating the plan and rationale to investors.
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Important Research Disclaimer

Procensus Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (776222). It is registered in England & Wales (09384818). This report has been
made available to you by the Procensus Content Team. This report contains dynamically generated data and content. Please refer to individual sections for published times and dates.
Information on historical recommendations relating to the security or securities referenced in the Report can be found on the relevant Pro-Rating page. Click here to �nd a security Pro-
Rating page. Click here for full information on our research disclosures. Click here for details on the Procensus Content Team.

Poll Data

What proportion of investors do you think care enough about D&I factors to integrate them into their investment decisions?
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Supply Chain Management?

Procensus will soon run the next poll in the ESG series on supply chain management - watch this space for more news on this topic .....
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